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Abstract

We propose a simple yet cognitively pow-
erful architecture of an embodied conscious
agent whose functioning is in a good agree-
ment with neurophysiological evidence. Our
model differs from other proposals by ex-
ploiting two complementary internal world
models having a different purpose than that
in similar models known from the literature.
The first model captures the sensorimotor
“syntax” of the agent’s behavior and is used
for situating the agent in its environment.
The second model describes the sensorimo-
tor dynamics of the world and is used for
controlling the agent’s behavior. Both in-
ternal world models are built automatically,
autonomously in the course of agent’s inter-
action with the environment and their coop-
eration takes care of symbol grounding. We
show that the cognitive potential of the pro-
posed model goes substantially beyond that
of earlier models since it supports algorith-
mic processes underlying phenomena similar
to higher cognitive functions such as imita-
tion learning and the development of commu-
nication, language, thinking and conscious-
ness.

1 Introduction

The idea that non-trivial cognitive systems should
build and exploit some form of internal world mod-
els has been around practically since the dawn of AI.
However, efforts for controlling behavior by formal
reasoning over symbolic internal world models have
failed. Consequently, during nineteen nineties the
mainstream research turned towards biology inspired
behavior-based designs of cognitive systems. The re-
spective approach has stressed the necessity of embod-
iment and situatedness used in sensorily driven control
of behavior of simple robots, cf. [Brooks, 1991]. This
paradigm worked well with so–called subsumption ar-
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chitecture using incrementally upgraded layers of be-
havior realized by a task specific robot programming,
cf. [Pfeifer and Scheier, 1999]. Nevertheless, after a
series of promising successes, mostly in building vari-
ous reaction–driven robots, it has appeared that such
a framework has its limits. Especially in humanoid
robotics a further progress towards higher levels of in-
telligence turned out to be impossible without intro-
ducing further innovations into the basic architecture
of cognitive systems with machine consciousness being
the ultimate goal, cf. [Holland, 2003].

Nowadays, it is generally believed that in order to
open the road towards higher brain functions we need
automatic mechanisms that will augment the previ-
ously acquired knowledge. These mechanisms often
make use of internal world models. Presently, prevail-
ing trends seem to prefer other than symbolic repre-
sentation of the internal worlds, in most cases variants
of neural nets. For an overview of the recent state-of-
the-art and a discussion on internal world models, cf.
[Holland and Goodman, 2003; Cruse, 2003].

Holland and Goodman [2003] argue in favor of
an internal world model consisting of two sepa-
rated, but interacting parts: the agent-model and the
environment-model. Recently, within the theoretical
computer science a similar model has also been used
by Blum and Williams and Juba and Humphrey [2005]
in their quest for a formal definition of consciousness.
In their work all the previously mentioned authors
claim that a key to consciousness may be rooted in
the formation and (co)operation of the two parts of
their world models. Cruse [2003] arrives at a similar
conclusion when considering an internal world model
capturing the system’s own body.

Our work builds on the works of previously men-
tioned authors. Methodologically, we will make use of
an approach used in software engineering in the design
of large software systems. We start by sketching the
architecture of our cognitive system and give an in-
formal specification of its basic modules. This means
that we define the type of data and data flow among
the individual modules as well as the task of these
modules in processing the data. Then we give plausi-
ble arguments why we believe that the resulting com-
putational model will support the realization of pro-
cesses which mimic higher cognitive tasks such as im-



itation learning and development of communication,
language, thinking and consciousness. We also point
to the corresponding neurophysiological evidence sup-
porting our model.

Our cognitive architecture will make use of two co-
operating internal world models. The first model is a
so-called mirror net which learns frequently occurring
“perception-behavioral units”. These units are repre-
sented by multimodal information which is a fusion
of sensory and motor information pertinent to a sin-
gle “unit” of a situation. The design of a mirror net,
which is responsible for the agent’s situatedness in its
environment, has been inspired by the assumed prop-
erties of mirror neurons, cf. [Rizzolatti and Fadiga and
Gallese and Fogassi, 1996 ] and by the recent neuro-
physiological evidence (cf. [Gallese at al. 2007]) that
mirror neurons represent the cognitive mechanism for
understanding actions, intentions and emotions which
is invoked by sensory inputs. In some sense, the mirror
net represents both the environment and the agent; it
captures both the syntax and semantics of a correct
behavior. In the corresponding multimodal informa-
tion the world is represented by sensory inputs while
the corresponding agent’s action by motor instructions
and agent’s “feelings” by proprioceptive feedback from
the agent’s internal sensors. Thus, on one hand, the
mirror net captures similar information like the as-
sumed internal world model (in fact, a neural net)
featuring agent’s body in the Cruse’s [2003] theory or
the agent-model in the Holland and Goodman’s [2003]
paper. On the other hand, since there are also envi-
ronmental elements represented by the sensory infor-
mation in the mirror net, in a certain fragmented way
the mirror net also represents the environment, like
Holland and Goodman’s [2003] environment-model.

The second part of our model is the agent’s con-
trol unit. This unit receives multimodal information
which is continuously delivered by the mirror net.
The task of the control unit is to mine the knowl-
edge from the flow of multimodal information. In the
control unit the knowledge is represented by a (recur-
rent) network of concepts. The basic concepts corre-
spond to units of multimodal information. However,
the control unit also automatically computes the de-
rived concepts which do not correspond to any exist-
ing multimodal information. These derived concepts
correspond to the knowledge abstracted from the ba-
sic concepts. The control unit discovers, by statistical
rules, the frequently occurring patterns in the flow
of basic concepts, forms more abstract concepts and
learns their time and space contiguity. The underlying
network of concepts enables learning various patterns
of behavior. Based on the current situation the con-
trol unit then determines the next action of the agent.
The control unit can be implemented by an artificial
recurrent neural network. Obviously, the control unit
captures the dynamic aspects of the agent’s interac-
tion with its environment and has no counterpart in
either of the previously mentioned models by other
authors.

Our model enables a plausible explanation of com-
putational mechanisms underlying phenomena simi-

lar to higher brain functions inclusively that of con-
sciousness. In our model, machine consciousness is
a final phase of a sequence of increasingly more in-
volved system’s abilities in an increasingly stimulating
environment. The respective chain of abilities starts
with the ability to learn by imitation, goes through
body, gesture and articulated communication among
conspecifics and proceeds further via speaking to one-
self until thinking ability is reached. Eventually, the
previous development leads to a state that an entity
possesses an ability to comment (or think of), in an
abstract higher level language, any internal or external
event, any past, present or expected phenomenon (“to
try on any ‘story’ for size”, as Blum et al. [2005] have
put it aptly. In our model, this state is considered to
be a hallmark of consciousness. This also corresponds
well to Minsky’s [1998] remark that “consciousness is
a big suitcase” carrying many mental abilities.

The idea that the mirror neurons are at the heart
of imitation learning ability and that they may play
an important role in the development of the language,
has been around since the beginning of this century, cf.
[Arbib, 2005; Hurford, 2002 ]. One of the first compu-
tational models based on artificial mirror neurons has
been described by the present author in [Wiedermann,
2003]. In the present paper the idea of internal world
models as prerequisites of machine consciousness is
further elaborated. Our results show how the cooper-
ation of these two models solves the symbol grounding
problem and confirm in a constructive manner the in-
tuition of the former researchers that suitable internal
world models form the basis for the evolution of higher
mental functions, inclusively those invoking conscious-
ness.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2
we present our model in more detail. In Section 3 we
describe its functionality leading to the emergence of
computational consciousness.

2 The Model

The internal structure of our model is depicted in
Fig. 1. It consists of four main parts: there are sen-
sorimotor units, the sensorimotor world model rep-
resented by a mirror net, the control unit, and the
body. Arrows depict the data flow between these
parts. Next, we specify the actions performed by the
model’s individual parts. All data transferred along
the arrows are of digital nature.

The sensorimotor units receive so-called motor in-
structions from the control unit. These are not only
instructions for locomotive organs of the agent, but
also instructions for pointing the sensors in a certain
direction, for changing their settings, etc. At the same
time, these instructions flow into the mirror net. The
sensorimotor units deliver two kinds of data back to
the mirror net.

The first kind of data is exteroceptory data that de-
liver information from the sensory units scanning the
agent’s environment. In this case, the sensory units
act as a transformer of registered physical inputs (elec-
tromagnetic waves, sounds, pressure, etc.) into the



Figure 1: The structure of a cognitive agent

digital form. In general, this transformation cannot
be described mathematically since it depends on the
physical/technical characteristics of the sensory units.
The second kind of data is proprioceptory data de-
livering information from the internal sensors placed
within the sensorimotor units or within the agent’s
body. For instance, this can be information about the
current settings of the units or current conditions of
the unit.

The next part of the model is the mirror net. It is
a network of artificial mirror neurons which act anal-
ogously to (our ideas on) real mirror neurons. In each
unit of this net (which might consists of several neu-
rons), the exteroceptory and proprioceptory data from
sensorimotor units meet with the motor instructions
from the control unit and their conjunction is com-
puted. This joint information is called multimodal in-
formation. The task of the mirror net is threefold:
Learning: the net learns frequently occurring multi-

modal information and stores its representation;
Identification: the net finds multimodal information

already stored in the net which is “most similar”
to the incoming information;

Associative retrieval: given only partial multimodal
information in which the inputs from some senso-
rimotor units are missing, the net finds the entire
multimodal information of which the partial in-
formation is available.

In order to work in this way, we must establish that
there is only a finite amount of “important” multi-
modal information stored in the mirror net. This can
be achieved e.g., by parameterizing motor instructions
by finite set of values and preprocessing the perceptory
data by extracting the key features from it. For such a
purpose fuzzy techniques leading to a rough classifica-
tion of multimodal data into clusters of similar infor-
mation can be used. The next requirement concerns
the components of the multimodal information. In or-
der that the associative recall can work well, the entire
multimodal information must be uniquely determined
by any of its significant components. For reasons that
will be explained in the next section—namely in order
the thinking mechanism to work—we assume that if
there is a motor component in multimodal informa-
tion, then this component alone determines the rest
of multimodal information.

Each part of the mirror net specializes in learning

and recognizing specific multimodal information cor-
responding to one “sensory-behavioral unit”. Learn-
ing is done perpetually, when complete multimodal in-
formation appears at the input to the mirror net. Such
circumstance is called standard learning mode. Learn-
ing proceeds by Hebbian principles, i.e., by strength-
ening the weights of neurons representing the respec-
tive multimodal information each time when it is rec-
ognized.

Thus, in any case, irrespectively whether all parts or
only a (significant) part of the multimodal information
enters the net, the net outputs complete multimodal
information which proceeds into the control unit. In
the context of the control unit, the representations of
multimodal information are called the concepts. The
task of the control unit is, given the current multi-
modal information represented by the active concepts
plus the incoming stream from the mirror net, to pro-
duce a new set of active concepts. The motor part of
multimodal information corresponding to these con-
cepts is sent both to the sensorimotor units and to
the mirror net. Clearly, the control unit determines
the next action of an agent.

Within the control unit there are concepts corre-
sponding to each occurrence of multimodal informa-
tion in the mirror net. Moreover, new (abstract) con-
cepts are formed within a control unit. Associations
of various strengths connect the concepts within it.
The concepts and the associations among them are
all stored in the control unit and form the agent’s
memory. The rules of forming new concepts and
strengthening the associations among them are based
on the following principles; the first three of them have
been already identified by the 18th century Scottish
philosopher D. Hume [1975]:

contiguity in space: two concepts get associated (or
the respective association gets strengthened) if
they frequently occur simultaneously; also, a new
concept corresponding to the union of the two
concepts gets formed;

contiguity in time: two concepts get associated (or
the respective association gets strengthened) if
they frequently occur one after the other;

similarity: a concept gets associated with another
concept if the former is similar to the latter and
vice versa; the notion of similarity must be ap-
propriately defined (e.g., by requiring a sufficient
overlap in multimodal information);

abstraction: the common part of two “sufficiently”
similar concepts forms an abstraction of the two;
the respective “abstract” concept is added to the
concepts represented in the control unit.

The control unit should work according to the fol-
lowing rules. At each time, some concepts in it should
be in active state. These concepts represent the cur-
rent “mental state” of the agent. When new multi-
modal information enters the control unit it activates
a new set of concepts. Based on the current mental
state and the set of newly activated concepts a new set
of concepts is activated. This set represents the new



mental state of the agent and determines the next mo-
tor action of the unit.

Note that the new mental state is computed from
an old one and from the new input. This mecha-
nism reminds much the control mechanism in the fi-
nite automata. The idea is that the new mental state
should be computable via associations stored among
the concepts. In detail, the currently and newly ac-
tivated concepts jointly excite, via the associations, a
set of passive concepts. This excitation strengthens
all the respective associations by a little amount. At
the same time, small amount weakens the remaining
associations. This models the process of forgetting.
From among the set of all excited concepts, the set
of the most excited concepts gets activated and the
previously active concepts are deactivated. The set of
currently active concepts is also strengthened. This
set then represents the current mental state. The set
of currently active concepts can be seen as the short-
term (operational) memory of the agent. The set of all
concepts with all settings of associations and weights
can be seen as a long-term memory of the agent. Ob-
viously, the control unit can also be implemented by
an artificial neural net.

Based on the before mentioned principles the con-
trol unit is capable of solving simple cognitive tasks:
learning simultaneous occurrence of concepts (by con-
tiguity in space), their sequence, so-called simple con-
ditioning (by contiguity in time), similarity based be-
havior and to compute their abstractions. In fact,
these are the unit’s basic operations. The mechanism
is also capable to realize Pavlovian conditioning (cf.
[Valiant, 1994], p. 217), in which the control unit can
be conditioned to produce a response to an apparently
unrelated stimulus.

If one wants to go farther in the realization of the
cognitive tasks, one should consider special concepts
called affects. The affects come in two forms: pos-
itive and negative ones. The basic affects are acti-
vated directly from the sensors. Those correspond-
ing to the positive feelings are positive whereas those
corresponding to the negative feelings are negative.
The associations can also arise among affects and con-
cepts. The role of the affects is to modulate the ex-
citation mechanism. With the help of affects, one
can simulate the reinforcement learning (also called
operant conditioning) and the delayed reinforcement
learning. Pavlovian conditioning, reinforcement learn-
ing and delayed reinforcement learning seems to be
a minimal test, which a cognitive system aspiring to
produce a non-trivial behavior should pass.

In a stimulating environment during an agent’s in-
teraction with its environment concepts within the
control unit start to self–organize, via property of sim-
ilarity, into clusters whose centers are formed by ab-
stract concepts. Moreover, by properties of time con-
tiguity, chains of concepts, called habits, linked by as-
sociations start to form. The habits correspond to of-
ten performed activities. The behavior of agents gov-
erned by habits starts to prevail. In most cases such
a behavior unfolds effortlessly. Only at the “cross-
ings” of some habits an additional multimodal infor-

mation from the mirror net (in an on–line or off–line
mode—see the next section) is required directing the
subsequent behavior. For more details concerning the
work and cognitive abilities of the control unit, see
the author’s earlier paper [Wiedermann, 1998] (and
the references mentioned therein) where the control
unit under the name “cogitoid” has been described.

The last component of our model is its body. Its
purpose is to support the agent’s sensorimotor units
and to enclose all its parts into one protective enve-
lope.

Now let us return to the question of internal mod-
els. Obviously, the mirror net can be seen as a specific
kind of a static world model. In this model the world
is represented in the way as it is cognised by an agent’s
sensory and motor actions, i.e., by an agent’s interac-
tion with its environment. It can be termed as senso-
rimotor model describing the “syntax” of the world.
In the mirror net, the combinations of exteroceptory
and proprioceptory inputs jointly with motor actions
fitting together, which “make sense”, are stored. Note
that since proprioceptory information is always a part
of multimodal information, also elements of an agent’s
own model are in fact available in the mirror net.

On the other hand, the control unit is a specific
model of the world capturing the “semantics” of the
world. In this model the relations among concepts
are stored which, obviously, correspond to real rela-
tions among real objects and phenomena observed or
generated by the agent during its existence. Similar
relations are maintained also among the representa-
tions of these objects and phenomena. All this infor-
mation represents a kind of a dynamic internal world
model. One can also see this model as a depository of
the “patterns of behavior which make sense in a given
situation.”

In the next section we describe how the interaction
of both models leads to a more complex behavior.

3 Towards higher level cognitive
functions

First we describe the mechanism of imitation learn-
ing which is a starting point for higher mental abil-
ities, cf. [Arbib, 2005; Hurford, 2002]. Imagine the
following situation: agent A observes agent B per-
forming a certain well distinguishable task. If A has
in its repository of behavioral units multimodal infor-
mation, which matches well the situation mediated by
its sensors, then A’s mirror net will identify the entire
corresponding multimodal information (by virtue of
associativity). At the same time, it will complement it
by the flag saying “this is not my own experience” and
deliver it to the central unit where it will be processed
adequately. Thus, A has information to its disposal
what B is about to do, and hence, it can forecast the
future actions of B. “Forecasting” is done by follow-
ing the associations in the control unit starting in the
current mental state. Agent A can even reconstruct
the “feelings” of B (via affects) since they are parts
of the retrieved multimodal information. This might
be called empathy in our model. Moreover, if we en-



dow our agent by the ability to memorize short recent
sequences of its mental states, than A can repeat the
observed actions of B. This, of course, is called imita-
tion.

The same mechanism helps to form a more detailed
model of self. Namely, observing the activities of a
similar agent from a distance helps the observer to
“fill in” the gaps in its own dynamic internal world
model (i.e., in the control unit), since from the be-
ginning an observer only knows “what it feels like”
if it perceives its own part of the body while doing
the actions at hand. At this stage, we are close to
primitive communication done with the help of ges-
tures. Indicating some action via a characteristic ges-
ture, an agent “broadcasts” visual information that is
completed by the observer’s associative memory mech-
anism to the complete multimodal information. That
is, with the help of a single gesture complex informa-
tion can be mediated. A gesture acts like an element
of a higher-level (proto)language. By the way, here
computational emotions can enter the game as a com-
ponent of the communication. Their purpose is to
modulate the agent’s behavior. Of course, for such
a purpose the agents must be appropriately equipped
(e.g., by specific mimics, possibility of color changes,
etc.). Once we have articulating agents, it is possi-
ble to complement and subsequently even substitute
gestures by articulated sounds. It is the birth of a lan-
guage. At about this time the process of a stratifica-
tion of abstract concepts from the embodied ones be-
gins. Namely, the agents “understand” their gestures
(language), defined in terms of abstract concepts, via
empathy in terms of their embodiment, or grounding,
in the same sensorimotorics [Feldman, 2006; Harnad,
1990], and in the more involved case, in the same pat-
terns of behavior (habits). Without having a body an
agent could not understand its communication [Pfeifer
and Bongard, 2006]. Returning to the previously men-
tioned process of concept stratification, the respective
two classes of concepts can be seen as concepts on a
symbolic and sub–symbolic level, respectively. The
transition from gestures to articulation does not only
mean that gestures get associated with the respective
sounds but, above all, with the movements of speaking
organs. In the further development this facilitates a
still “speaking to oneself” and later on, the transition
towards thinking (see in the sequel).

The structure and functionality of the control unit
and the mirror net and their cooperation realize, in
fact, the solution to the symbol grounding problem in
a similar spirit as described by Steels et al. [2007].
The above described sketch of higher cognitive learn-
ing is also in a good correspondence with the theory of
so-called intentional attunement theory claiming that
the shared neural activation pattern and the accom-
panying embodied simulation constitute a fundamen-
tal biological basis for understanding anothers mind
[Gallese et al., 2007].

Having communication ability, an agent is close to
thinking. In our model, thinking means communica-
tion with oneself [Dennett, 1991]. By communicating
with oneself, an agent triggers the mechanism of dis-

criminating between external stimuli (I listen what
I am talking) and the internal ones. This mecha-
nism may be termed as self-awareness in our model.
By a small modification (from the viewpoint of the
agent’s designer), one can achieve that the still self-
communication can be arranged without the involve-
ment of speaking organs at all. In this case, the re-
spective instructions will not reach these organs; the
instructions will merely proceed to the mirror net (see
Fig. 1). Here they will invoke the same multimodal in-
formation as in the case when an agent directly hears
the spoken language or perceives its gestures via pro-
prioception (here we make use of our assumption that
a motor part of multimodal information is sufficient
to determine its rest). Obviously, while thinking an
agent “switches off” any interaction with the exter-
nal world (i.e., both perception and motor actions).
Thus, in Fig. 1 do the dark parts of the schema de-
pict an agent in a “thinking mode”; this is captured
by the cycle from the control unit to the mirror net
and back to the control unit. In such a case, from
the viewpoint of its internal mechanisms an agent op-
erates as in the case of standard learning mode, i.e.,
when it receives the “real” perceptory information and
executes all motor instructions. In the thinking mode,
the same processes go on, but this time they are based
on the virtual, rather than real, information mediated
by the mirror net. One can say that in the thinking
mode an agent works “off-line”, while in the standard
mode it works “on-line”. Note that once an agent has
the power of “shutting itself off” from the external
world in the thinking mode, then this agent in fact
distinguishes between a thought and reality and this
is considered to be the hallmark of the consciousness.

In our model, we will informally define conscious-
ness much in the spirit of Minsky’s [1998] idea that
“consciousness is a big suitcase”, carrying many dif-
ferent mental abilities. A prologue to consciousness is
communication and thinking. The following “defini-
tion” of consciousness assumes that the agents are able
to communicate in a higher-level language. A higher-
level language is an “abstract” language in which a rel-
atively complex action (corresponding to a sequence
of mental states) or an abstract concept is substituted
by a word expression or a gesture. A language level is
the higher the “richer” the language is, i.e., the greater
and more abstract is the set of things about which one
can communicate. The agents can be thought of as
being conscious, as long as their language ability has
reached such a level that they are able to fable on a
given theme. More precisely, the conscious agents are
able:

• to speak about, think of, and explain, from the
first and the third person viewpoint, their past,
present and future experience, feelings, intentions
and observed objects, actions, and phenomena;

• to imitate the observed activities of other agents,
to describe them verbally, and vice versa, to per-
form activities given their description in a higher
level language;

• extend their higher level language by new words



or to learn a new langauge.
Note that such a state of matters cannot be achieved

without agents having an internal world model to their
disposal along with the knowledge of the world’s func-
tioning and that of their own functioning within this
world; to that end the agents must be constructed so
that they can learn. A prerequisite for consciousness
to emerge is a “social interaction” among agents in
a higher-level language with the same or similar se-
mantics. Obviously, consciousness is not a property,
which an entity does possess, or not. Rather, it is
a continuous quality, which ranges from rudimentary
forms towards the higher ones.

The above described notion of consciousness can be
seen as a test to be applied to an entity in order to
determine whether it is conscious according to that
definition. Note, however, that we have brought argu-
ments that a cognitive agent, designed in accordance
with the proposed architecture, in principle could be
conscious according to our “definition” of conscious-
ness. From the functional and structural viewpoint,
such an agent fulfills all assumptions needed for con-
sciousness to emerge. It is a matter of an agent’s
proper embodiment, of appropriate technical param-
eters (memory capacity, operational speed, properties
of sensorimotor units, etc.) of its modules, and of its
suitable “education”, whether in the agent conscious-
ness will develop or not. The situation here is some-
what analogical to that in computing: any properly
designed computer (obeying von Neumann architec-
ture, say) is, in principle, a universal computer, but
in order to do useful things it must be properly engi-
neered and properly programmed. The same holds for
our model with respect to thinking and consciousness.
A similar idea that “it is only through an assessment
and analysis of the mechanism of the organism that
we can conclude whether such mechanism can support
consciousness or not within that organism” has been
mentioned e.g. in [Aleksander and Dummall, 2003].
We believe that by our proposal we have made the
first steps towards determining cognitive potential of
a system not by testing the respective device but by
inspecting its architecture.
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